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Teacher Background | The Blackwell School | theblackwellschool.org 
 
 
 

 
 

The Blackwell School operated in Marfa, Texas, as a segregated school 
for children of Mexican descent from 1909 until Marfa schools were 
integrated in 1965. Yet this is much more than just a local story, or a 
Hispanic story, or even a Texas story: this is a truly American story. 
 
The original historic school building, and grounds on which it stands, 
provide an authentic setting to commemorate and interpret a time 
when “separate but equal” dominated our culture in ways currently 
unknown, and essential to understanding the American experience. 

 

The Blackwell School Alliance has been working 14 years to preserve the stories, legacy, and buildings associated with the 
Blackwell School. We have partnered with many universities, state agencies, private foundations, individuals, and the City of 
Marfa to document and promote this important piece of Marfa history. 
 
We have discovered, though, that this is much more than just a local story or a Hispanic story or even a Texas story: this is a 
truly American story. And as such, the Blackwell School has the opportunity—and the responsibility—to reach a broader 
audience. We have both a keen interest from our immediate family of former students and the support of partners far and wide 
to ensure that the Blackwell School will live on in perpetuity. 
 
In 2020 TX-23 Representative Will Hurd proposed legislation to designate the Blackwell School a National Historic Site. We are 
now working with Representative Tony Gonzalez to keep the momentum going. This begins the process of turning the Blackwell 
School over to the National Park Service, while continuing to serve our community. 
 

The coloring book was crafted to further preserve the memory of the Blackwell school, and those members of our collective 
community who both endured and overcame the challenges of segregation caused by the ills of bias. The coloring book 
highlights the challenging experience of a young Mexican American child, Camila, on her very first day of school in Marfa, Texas. 
The accompanying lesson plan seeks to root young learners in a world in which differences in one’s self and others are 
appreciated and respected.  
 
The Blackwell School Alliance seeks to also transcend the longstanding legacy of its history, not by ignoring its painful past, but 
by equipping young learners with direct conversation about race and skin color that helps to draw students towards acceptance 
of differences. Simple exposure of the topic of race can create a subtle message that children are not yet equipped to 
understand, and if not fleshed out through discussion can cause confusion, leading them to draw their own conclusions. It’s also 
important to note that researchers (PDF Link here) have uncovered that children as young as five years old will exhibit the racial 
attitudes of the adults in their lives; having conversations about skin color can improve upon their racial attitudes.  
 
According to Rebecca Bigler (Link), a developmental psychologist known for her research on children’s perceptions of 
discrimination, explicitly talking to children about race as early as three years old is important because children are set up to 
rely on easily accessible attributes, which then leads them to form a preference for their own race as well as developing their 
own, albeit misguided, preferences. Therefore, a direct approach to discussing skin color, conversation that allows discussion 
and clarification, will best serve students and our greater community. The kindergarten through early second grade 
developmental window is prime for such discussions. 
 
If it is your first time to embrace speaking with your young learners about race, this Newsweek Article: Even Babies Discriminate: 
A Nurture Shock Excerpt (Link), is a great catalyst to address any lingering concerns you may have, and it can also provide insights 
and further research to bring about more comfort as you approach teaching the lesson. Talking about skin color and race is a 
great opportunity for you and your students. If students have learned terms that are not appropriate, or misguided, follow the 
guidance from EmbraceRace (Link) - avoid shutting down talks about race, especially as they try to understand and conceptualize 
it. Instead, guide them towards knowing the terms we use in society, inform them that our differences are normal.  
Note: Additional reading available in the Appendix  

Image courtesy of the Blackwell School Alliance 

http://www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/psychology/faculty/profile.php?id=bigler
Race%20and%20Age%20%20http:/www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf%20%20NurtureShock%20Po%20Bronson%20and%20Ashley%20Merryman%20%20https:/www.newsweek.com/even-babies-discriminate-nurtureshock-excerpt-79233
Race%20and%20Age%20%20http:/www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf%20%20NurtureShock%20Po%20Bronson%20and%20Ashley%20Merryman%20%20https:/www.newsweek.com/even-babies-discriminate-nurtureshock-excerpt-79233
https://www.embracerace.org/
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Teacher Guide | Quick Overview  
 

Grade & Focus Objectives Activities 

 

K-2 | Social Studies + 
Literacy + Art 

Students will broaden their knowledge of history explore 
the implications of segregation by exploring the creative-
nonfiction story of Camila, a young girl from Marfa, Texas. 
An extension activity is provided post-lesson allowing 
families to follow up with personalized family values and 
perspectives. 

▪ Background knowledge (pre-
reading)  

▪ Read & discuss the story  
▪ Re-tell with sequencing  
▪ Reflect + Color 

 

Standards | Common Core + Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills | TEKS , K-2 

Grade 1 Common Core:  CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.1 | CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.7 | CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.3  
K-2, TEKS:  §113.11. Social Studies, Kindergarten (a) (1) | §113.12. Social Studies, Grade 1 (b) (12) (A) | §113.13. Social Studies, Grade 2 (b) (10) 
(A) Note: See Appendix A for details and more standards 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lessons  
& 

Timing 

Lesson  Content Time: 1 hour 

LESSON 1 

 

 
Intro + Background 

 
Class warm-up + story background 

 
15 min 

 

 
Pre-Reading 

 
Geography, culture, vocabulary 

 
5 min 

 

Read + Discuss Read the story + discuss the problem 10 min 

LESSON 2 

 

 
Intro + Retell 

 
Class warm-up + recall and retell  

 
5 min 

 

 
Sequence 

 
Sequence/Organize the story events 

 
20 min 

 

 
Reflect  

 
Students reflect on the story  

 
5 min 

 

Materials Students: Coloring book, colors, scissors, tape (option to use student journals or construction paper) 
Teacher: Coloring book, presentation deck and/or large whiteboard, map of U.S. states, school photo 

Teacher 
Preparation 

▪ Read background material, and pre-review lesson; include common Spanish words on the 
classroom walls 

▪ Print materials for students and parents  
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Teacher Guide | Lesson Plan 1 & 2 

Lesson #1 
Components 

Time Instruction & Notes 

Intro + Background 

5-15 min

INTRO 
▪ DO: Welcome students and implement your own intro/warm-up for this lesson.

(slide 1)
BACKGROUND 
▪ SAY: Today we are going to read a story about a little girl who went to a school in

Marfa, Texas. Her name is Camila, and she went to the Blackwell school a long
time ago, before you were born. This is a real story, but everyone’s names have
been changed.

o ASK: Does anyone know where Marfa, Texas is? (allow students to locate
and/or visually locate it on a map/globe in relationship to where students
live. Also identify the Rio Grande River that separates Texas from Mexico,
and share the names of the two countries; What does Rio Grande mean
in English? (Big River) (slide 2-4)

▪ DO: Introduce students to vocabulary words as they relate to friendships. Using
the guiding questions that follow with each vocabulary word – guiding students to
understand that differences that we see are okay, not better and not worse.
Optional: allow students to turn and talk (think-pair-share) before sharing their 
thoughts in a large group for each vocabulary word (Slide 5-10)

VOCABULARY 
skin color, different, language, racism, self-esteem 

▪ skin color: the different colors of people’s skin (black, brown, tan, beige, white, 
pink) and skin color is also known as a person’s race (Note: white children belong 
in this description of skin color equally as brown, black and beige children)

o ASK: (1) What do you know about someone from only looking at their skin 
color? (Answers: a. they are nice b. nothing c. they are a good friend)

o SAY: the whole world includes people with light skin color to dark skin 
color, and no skin color is better than the other, we are just different 
and that is okay. In our story that we will read today, Camila’s family has 
brown skin because her family is from a part of the world where lots of 
people have brown skin (optional: point out Mexico on a map).

o ASK: (2) When we choose our friends, should we choose them based on 
their skin color? (Guide: we choose our friends by how they treat us; but if 
we choose friends only based on skin color we won’t have people we care 
about in our lives)

o ASK: (3) Why is it important to get to know people and not just look at 
their skin color?

▪ language: the words we use to share ideas
o ASK: (1) Does anyone know the language we speak in America? (2) Does 

anyone know the language that is spoken in Mexico? (3) What are some 
words we know in Spanish? (Allow students to share a few words and what 
they mean in English).

o SAY: We just talked about different skin colors, but did you know there are 
hundreds of languages that are very different - and in different places 
different languages are spoken? When we hear someone speaking a 
language that is not English, that just means that that person knows that

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YchexU5NVNA
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Intro + Background 

language – no language is better than another language. | Optional → 
Let’s look at a few kids who can speak a few different languages ((shorten 
clip if desired) Video clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r172Mb8h5Zw ) 

o ASK: Should we choose friends based only on whether they speak English?
(Guide students toward earlier understandings: choose friends based on 
how the other person treats them)

▪ different: not the same
o SAY: Look at this picture (slide 8, picture of segregated school children).

When Camila was your age, she could not go to school with all of her
friends with different skin colors (Be prepared to answer why: because a
long time ago some leaders with beige skin decided that kids/children with 
beige and brown skin shouldn’t go to school together).

o ASK: How should we treat people that are different from us?
▪ racism/racist: believing someone is better than another because of their skin color; 

a person who is being unfair to people because of their skin color
o ASK: (1) Have you heard or said something that was racist? (2) How can

we stop racism? (Spend extended time, allowing students to share ideas
for ways they can help stop racism) (3) Why is it important to know about
racism?

▪ fair: treat people in ways that do not favor some over others; not playing favorites
o ASK: What does treating people fairly mean? (taking turns; not taking

advantage of others; treat people how you want to be treated…) Does
fairness mean that everyone should follow the rules in the same way? How 
do we know when something or someone is unfair? If we see someone 
being unkind to someone because of their skin color, someone who is
being racist, is that fair?

o ASK: How might we respond when we see someone being unfair? How do
we treat people who are unfair to us? Note: incorporate guidance for
students to the safety norms that exist in your classroom

▪ self-esteem: respecting and loving yourself (how you feel about yourself)
o SAY: It is very important that we choose to love ourselves, and love who

we are, and to love what makes us different from our friends. When we
make mistakes, we should still love ourselves and know that we can always
try to fix them.  You are your number one friend! I want you to think about
one thing you are really great at doing, maybe it is playing, singing,
dancing, cooking… being a great helper - Everyone has something they are
great at.

o ASK: Why should we say positive things about ourselves and others? Why
is it important that we love ourselves? How do you feel about yourself?
(Additional materials to flesh out self-esteem talk, if needed link: 

https://www.counselorchelsey.com/blog/selfesteemvideos)

Pre-Reading 

5 min 

▪ DO: Introduce Camila’s background (Camila and her family are Mexican-
Americans. In Camila’s family, she speaks two languages, Spanish and English.)
(slide 11)

▪ ASK: Does anyone know why Camila might speak two languages? Guide students
towards their prior understanding and note that Camila has a family connection to
Mexico and America, so she can speak two languages. (slide 11)

▪ DO: Circle up in your class’ traditional story-time reading position.
▪ DO: Share the title of the story with students as well as some of the pictures from 

the story, and ask students to predict what might happen in the story. Introduce 
the author and illustrator.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r172Mb8h5Zw
https://www.counselorchelsey.com/blog/selfesteemvideos
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Read & Discuss 

10-20 min

▪ DO: It is suggested to read through the story without interruption, and observe
students’ reactions and responses as you read. While it is not recommended,
provide comprehension checks if needed beginning at page 6.

▪ ASK: Once finished, ask students comprehension questions and extend time for 
questions as necessary. Guide students towards earlier discussions if they struggle. 

o Who is in the story?
o Who is telling the story? How do you know?
o What skin color does Camila have?  Her friends? Her abuela? Her teacher?
o What do we learn from the illustrations in the story?
o Where does the story take place? When?
o What does Camila’s teacher make all the children do?
o In what way are all the children treated differently at Camila’s school?
o Did Camila and her friends experience racism at school? In what way?
o Do you think Camila’s school respected the Spanish language?
o How does Camila feel after the box is buried?
o What happened to Camila’s self-esteem after the box was buried?
o How does Camila’s abuela help her?
o What lesson does Camila learn in the story?
o How does Camila react to her abuela’s help? How does Camila feel after

talking to her abuela?
o Why is it important to have good self-esteem?
o Does Camila choose to have good self-esteem? How?
o How do Camila’s feelings change from the beginning to the end of the

story?
o Which words in the story let us know how Camila felt?

▪ DO:  Close the lesson by asking students to think-pair-share with the following:
o SAY: At the end of the story we learn that Camila returns to school, but 

she is not allowed to speak Spanish, and the racist actions of the school
aren’t addressed until many years later when Brown and White children 
are finally allowed to go to school together.

o ASK: Was there anything else that you believe Camila’s teacher should
have done? Was there anything Camila and her friends could have done?
What about Camila’s family (Listen for student responses and guide
students towards)?

▪ SAY: Thank you so much for talking about the history of the Blackwell school in
Marfa, Texas today. (Teacher can add additional closure for the circle before
sending students to their desks). We are now going to go back to our desks to color
one page in our coloring book.

▪ ASK: Does anyone remember what color skin Camila has? (Note: if students
respond, “what kind of brown?”, offer the following: since Camila and her friends 
represent real people who had this experience, we can choose to use a shade of
brown for Camila, that we choose; we can use different shades of brown for her
friends too.

▪ DO: Allow students to color a page in the coloring book, then inform students that
they will take their coloring book home to finish. Inform them that they will also
do an activity at home with their family about the story.

▪ SUGGESTED: To anchor students in this type of lesson, talk about these topics
periodically and throughout the year, and consider using wall space in your
classroom to highlight interracial friendships (i.e. a poster of children from
different racial tones with explicit wording such as, “we can be friends with people
with different skin colors”).

Please visit the appendix section for more ideas. 
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At Home 
Extension Activity 10-30 Min

▪ Families: review the vocabulary words, and their meanings, revisiting self-esteem.
Children will color their favorite page (and encourage students to complete the
coloring book over the next month).

Lesson #2 
Components 

Time Instruction & Notes 

Intro + Retell 

5 min 

INTRO 
▪ DO: Welcome students and implement your own intro/warm-up for this lesson.

RETELL
▪ DO: Review the details of Camila’s story from yesterday with students with

the 5-Finger Retell (5FR) or other retelling methods you use in your
classroom. If using the 5FR, ASK:

o Who were the characters in the story?
o What was the setting (where did the story take place)?
o What was the main problem in the story?
o What are some important events in the story?
o How did our main character solve the problem?

Sequence 

15 min 

▪ DO: Inform students they are now going to sequence the story on their own.
Review the instructions on the worksheet before passing out materials. Note:
Teacher can choose to put students together in small groups to complete the
activity as well.

▪ DO: Hand out materials: worksheets, tape, safety scissors; allow students to
configure the story, allowing students adequate time to complete the activity.

Reflect 

10 min 
▪ DO: Instruct students to circle up and review the previous day’s topic.
▪ SAY: Yesterday and today we learned about Camila’s story and how she

learned how to believe in herself even she wasn’t allowed to a school with all
of her friends.

▪ DO: Use the questions below as a guide, allowing students to openly discuss
their thoughts; provide clarifications where students express confusion. Be
sure to guide students towards acceptance and normalize that humans are
different and that it is okay, and that no one skin tone, eye color, or language
is better than the other. Allow plenty of students to answer.

o ASK:  What is another word we can use for skin color? What are some
skin colors we can use to describe people? Is one skin color better
than another?

o ASK: Does anyone know how many languages are spoken in the
world? (Answer: over 7,000) What are some languages people can
speak besides English? Is one language better than another? If we
learn to speak more than one language, what will we be able to do?
So, if we meet people who can speak many different languages is that
okay?

o ASK: Will someone share, how would you feel if you couldn’t go to
school with your friends because their skin was a different tone or
you had a different eye color or they could speak different languages?

o ASK: How should we choose our friends, do we choose them based
on their skin color?

o ASK: What do we know about a person who has a different skin color
than us?
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o ASK:  How do we treat people who have the same skin color as us?
How do we treat people who have a different skin color than us?

▪ DO: Close out the lesson by thanking students for wanting to be good citizens
who can treat people kindly no matter what language they speak or the color
of their skin.

At Home 
Extension Activity 10-30 Min

▪ Families: Ask and answer questions their children might  have, specifically about
what to do when racist events happen.
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APPENDIX A: ADDITIONAL STANDARDS 

National Social Studies Standards |Texas Essential Knowledge & Skills | TEKS , K-2 

SOCIAL STUDIES | TEKS 
KINDERGARTEN 

§113.11. Social Studies, Kindergarten
(a)(1) In Kindergarten, the study of the
self, home, family, and classroom
establishes the foundation for
responsible citizenship in society.

TEKS: §113.11. Social Studies, 
Kindergarten (a) (2) To support the 
teaching of the essential knowledge and 
skills, the use of a variety of rich material 
is encouraged. Motivating resources are 
available from museums, historical sites, 
presidential libraries, and local and state 
preservation societies. 

§113.11. Social Studies, Kindergarten
(b) (10) Culture. The student understands
similarities and differences among
individuals. The student is expected to
identify similarities and differences
among individuals such as kinship and
religion.

FIRST GRADE 
§113.12. Social Studies, Grade 1 (b) (12)
Citizenship. The student understands
characteristics of good citizenship …The
student is expected to: (A) identify
characteristics of good citizenship,
including truthfulness, justice, equality,
respect for oneself and others…

§113.12. Social Studies, Grade 1 (a) (1) In
Grade 1, students study their relationship
to the classroom, school, and community
to establish the foundation for
responsible citizenship in society.
Students develop concepts of time and
chronology by distinguishing among past,
present, and future event

§113.12. Social Studies, Grade 1 (b) (14)
Culture. The student understands the
importance of family and community
beliefs, language, and traditions. The
student is expected to: (A) describe and
explain the importance of beliefs,
language, and traditions of families and

SECOND GRADE 
§113.13. Social Studies, Grade 2 (b)(10)
Citizenship (A) identify characteristics of
good citizenship, including truthfulness,
justice, equality, respect for oneself and
others…

§113.13. Social Studies, Grade 2 (b)(4)
Geography (B) locate places, including
the local community, Texas, the United
States, the state capital, the U.S. capital,
and the bordering countries of Canada
and Mexico on maps and globes.

§113.13. Social Studies, Grade 2 (b)(1)
History (B) identify and explain the
significance of various community, state,
and national landmarks such as
monuments and government buildings

SOCIAL STUDIES | National Social Studies Standards – U. S. History, K-4 
NSS-USH.K-4.2 The History of Students’ Own State or Region: Understands the people, events, problems, and ideas that were 
significant in creating the history of their state 
NSS-USH.K-4.3 The History of the United States: Democratic Principles and values and the people from many cultures who 
contributed to its cultural, economic, and political heritage.  
NSS-USH.K-4.1 Living and working together in families and communities, now and long ago (1) Understands family life now and 
in the past, and family life in various places long ago (2) Understands the history of the local community and how communities in 
North America varied long ago 
NSS-USH.K-4.2 The History of students’ own state or region (1) Understands the people, events, problems, and ideas that were 
significant in creating the history of their state 
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APPENDIX B: FAMILY | BACKGROUND | LESSON # 1-2 | ENGLISH 

Dear Families: 

The Blackwell School operated in Marfa, Texas, as a segregated school 
for children of Mexican descent from 1909 until Marfa schools were 
integrated in 1965. Yet this is much more than just a local story, or a 
Hispanic story, or even a Texas story: this is a truly American story. 

The original historic school building, and grounds on which it stands, 
provide an authentic setting to commemorate and interpret a time  

 

when “separate but equal” dominated our culture in ways currently unknown, and essential to understanding the American 
experience. The Blackwell School Alliance has been working 14 years to preserve the stories, legacy, and buildings associated 
with the Blackwell School. We have partnered with many universities, state agencies, private foundations, individuals, and the 
City of Marfa to document and promote this important piece of Marfa history. 

We have discovered, though, that this is much more than just a local story or a Hispanic story or even a Texas story: this is a 
truly American story. And as such, the Blackwell School has the opportunity—and the responsibility—to reach a broader 
audience. We have both a keen interest from our immediate family of former students and the support of partners far and wide 
to ensure that the Blackwell School will live on in perpetuity. 

In 2020 TX-23 Representative Will Hurd proposed legislation to designate the Blackwell School a National Historic Site. We are 
now working with Representative Tony Gonzalez to keep the momentum going. This begins the process of turning the Blackwell 
School over to the National Park Service, while continuing to serve our community. 

The coloring book was crafted to further preserve the memory of the Blackwell school, and those members of our collective 
community who both endured and overcame the challenges of segregation caused by the ills of bias. The coloring book 
highlights the challenging experience of a young Mexican American child, Camila, on her very first day of school in Marfa, Texas. 
The accompanying lesson plan seeks to root young learners in a world in which differences in one’s self and others are 
appreciated and respected.  

The Blackwell School Alliance seeks to also transcend the longstanding legacy of its history, not by ignoring its painful past, but 
by equipping young learners with direct conversation about race and skin color that helps to draw students towards acceptance 
of differences. Simple exposure of the topic of race can create a subtle message that children are not yet equipped to 
understand, and if not fleshed out through discussion can cause confusion, leading them to draw their own conclusions. It’s also 
important to note that researchers (PDF Link here) have uncovered that children as young as five years old will exhibit the racial 
attitudes of the adults in their lives; having conversations about skin color can improve upon their racial attitudes.  

According to Rebecca Bigler (Link), a developmental psychologist known for her research on children’s perceptions of 
discrimination, explicitly talking to children about race as early as three years old is important because children are set up to 
rely on easily accessible attributes, which then leads them to form a preference for their own race as well as developing their 
own, albeit misguided, preferences. Therefore, a direct approach to discussing skin color, conversation that allows discussion 
and clarification, will best serve children and our greater community. The kindergarten through early second grade 
developmental window is prime for such discussions. 

If it is your first time to embrace speaking with your young learners about race, this Newsweek Article: Even Babies Discriminate: 
A Nurture Shock Excerpt (Link), is a great catalyst to address any lingering concerns you may have, and it can also provide insights 
and further research to bring about more comfort as you approach the topic with your child/children. Talking about skin color 
and race is a great opportunity. If children have learned terms that are not appropriate, or misguided, follow the guidance from 
EmbraceRace (Link) - avoid shutting down talks about race, especially as children to understand and conceptualize it. Instead, 
guide them towards knowing the terms we use in society, and inform them that our differences are normal.  

Image courtesy of the Blackwell School Alliance 

http://www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf
https://liberalarts.utexas.edu/psychology/faculty/profile.php?id=bigler
Race%20and%20Age%20%20http:/www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf%20%20NurtureShock%20Po%20Bronson%20and%20Ashley%20Merryman%20%20https:/www.newsweek.com/even-babies-discriminate-nurtureshock-excerpt-79233
Race%20and%20Age%20%20http:/www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf%20%20NurtureShock%20Po%20Bronson%20and%20Ashley%20Merryman%20%20https:/www.newsweek.com/even-babies-discriminate-nurtureshock-excerpt-79233
https://www.embracerace.org/
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FAMILY | TAKE HOME EXTENSION ACTIVITY | Lesson #1-2 | ENGLISH

Dear Families: 

In today’s social studies class your child read a story about young Camila who attended the Blackwell school. Camila is a Mexican 
American child who was forced to speak English at a segregated school in Marfa, Texas by way of ceremonially burying her 
native language of Spanish on her first day of school. To prepare students for this story, students covered vocabulary on the 
following words: skin color and race, different, language, racism/racist, fair/fairness and self-esteem. 

We would love your support today and tomorrow as we cover this topic, especially if it is a new topic of discussion in your family. 
We outline questions and activities to do at home below and thank you for your understanding as we work to provide students 
with a healthy self-esteem about themselves and a respect for people in their local, national, and global community.  

Leading researchers indicate that the best way to help our young learners grow to be kind and respectful adults towards those 
from different races and linguistic backgrounds requires that we adults explicitly discuss skin color and the benefits of being 
bilingual with our children, informing them that there are differences in skin tones and languages and both are normal and both 
are okay. As a note, it can be especially helpful to do this by relating the conversation to friendships. 

GOALS 
Guide your child to know that: 
(1) there are differences in people’s skin color and that is normal, and different is okay, and no skin color is better than
another
(2) they should choose friends based on how people treat them, and not based on the language they speak or their skin
color
(3) believing in themselves and loving themselves is very important; and that when they make mistakes it is okay

TODAY: Day 1 Activity TOMORROW: Day 2 Activity 
▪ DO: review the vocabulary words discussed in class,

asking your child what they mean and correcting your
child as necessary: skin color and race, different,
language, racism and racist, self-esteem. Ask your child
to tell you about the story.

▪ ASK: Tell In our family, how do we choose friends?
▪ ASK: Have you ever seen someone do something

racist? How did you feel?
▪ ASK: What do we do in our family when we see

something racist?
▪ ASK: What does our family stand for? What does our

family believe in?
▪ ASK: Why is it important to love yourself? How do you

feel about yourself?
▪ DO: Encourage your child to complete the coloring

book. All children have been encouraged to respect the
memory of the children of the Blackwell school and
know that Camila and her friends have shades of
brown skin tones.

▪ DO: introduce the word segregation to your child, and
inform your child that a long time ago segregated
schools separated children from their friends who
spoke different languages and who had different skin
colors. Today we have integrated schools and kids can
go to school with their friends, no matter what their
skin color looks like.

▪ DO: Inform your child that you know they spent a lot of
time talking about this topic, and you want to make
sure that your child really understands everything

▪ ASK: What did you say today when the teacher asked
how would you feel if you couldn’t go to school with
your friends because their skin was a different tone or
you had a different eye color or they could speak
different languages?

▪ ASK: In our family how do we choose our friends, do
we choose them based on their skin color?

▪ DO: Encourage and thank your child for talking about
skin colors and race and if they have more questions
they should ask you.

For more information please visit: 
▪ 16 Ways to Help Children Become Thoughtful, Informed, and BRAVE about Race (Link:

https://www.embracerace.org/resources/16-ways-to-help-children-become-thoughtful-informed-and-brave-about-race)

https://www.embracerace.org/resources/16-ways-to-help-children-become-thoughtful-informed-and-brave-about-race
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APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

History of Marfa,Texas’ Blackwell School 

▪ Enck, Gretel. “The Complicated History at One of America's Segregated Schools.” National Parks

Conservation Association, 31 Aug. 2020, www.npca.org/articles/2673-the-complicated-history-at-one-

of-america-s-segregated-schools.

▪ Butcher, Sterry. “Marfa's Blackwell School Has a Painful Past. That's Why the Town Wants to Save It.”

Being Texan, Texas Monthly, 3 Jan. 2019, www.texasmonthly.com/being-texan/marfas-blackwell-

school-has-a-painful-past-thats-why-the-town-wants-to-save-it/.

Linguistic Discrimination 

▪ Calvo, Dr. Xavier Pascual. “Dealing with Linguistic Diversity in the Classroom: a Challenge for

Teachers.” Make Literacy Meaningful, Universitat Autònoma De Barcelona, 2017,

euliteracy.eu/dealing-with-linguistic-diversity-in-the-classroom-a-challenge-for-teachers/.

Race Talks and Age 

▪ They're Not Too Young to Talk about Race!” The Children's Community School, 28 Feb. 2018. URL:

http://www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf

▪ Bronson, Po, and Ashley Merryman. NurtureShock: New Thinking about Children. Twelve, 2011.

▪ Koster, Dr. Joan Bouza. “What Color Is Your Skin? Choosing Color Names.” Teach Peace Now, 5 Mar.

2017, teachpeacenow.com/skin-color-names/.

▪ Bronson , Po, et al. “Even Babies Discriminate: A NurtureShock Excerpt.” Culture, Newsweek, 4 Sept.

2009, www.newsweek.com/even-babies-discriminate-nurtureshock-excerpt-79233.

▪ Alvey, Emily, director. NurtureShock Chapter 3: Why White Parents Don’t Talk About Race, PowToon,

2017, www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5xYf_h02Cg.

http://www.texasmonthly.com/being-texan/marfas-blackwell-school-has-a-painful-past-thats-why-the-town-wants-to-save-it/
http://www.texasmonthly.com/being-texan/marfas-blackwell-school-has-a-painful-past-thats-why-the-town-wants-to-save-it/
http://www.childrenscommunityschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/theyre-not-too-young-1.pdf
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APPENDIX E: WORKSHEET | Directions: Cut and tape the picture to on one side of the box. Retell. Grade 1-2 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DETACH 

Name: ________________________________________  Directions: Retell the story 

1_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

2_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

3_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

4_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

5_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

6_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 

_________________________ 
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Directions: Cut and glue the picture onto box. Retell. | Grade: Kindergarten 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DETACH 

Name: ________________________________________  Directions: Retell the story 

1 2 3

4 5

6
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